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Abstract: In this paper, the establishment of efficient Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) networks has been projected to minimize the consumption of energy
using a new Self-adaptive Multi-Objective Weighted Approach (SMOWA)
algorithm for solving a multi-objective problem. The Different WSN nodes
deployment policies have been proposed and applied in this paper to design
an efficient Wireless Sensor Network to minimize energy consumption. After
that, the cluster head for each cluster has been selected with the help of the
duty cycle. After configuring the WSN networks, the SMOWA algorithms
have been developed to obtain the minimum energy consumption for the
networks. Energy minimization, as well as the amount of day-saving, has been
calculated for the different WSNs which has been configured through different
deployment policies. The major finding of the research paper is to improve
the durability of Wireless Sensor Network (i) applying different deployment
strategies: (Random, S pattern and nautilus shell pattern), and (ii) using a new
Meta-heuristic algorithm (SMOWA Algorithm). In this research, the lifetime
of WSN has been increased to a significant level. To choose the best result
set from all the obtained results set some constraints such as “equivalent
distribution”, “number of repetitions”, “maximum amount energy storage by
a node” has been set to an allowable range.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network (WSN); Self-adaptive Multi-Objective
Weighted Approach (SMOWA); deployment strategies; Meta-heuristic Meth-
ods; energy minimization; duty cycle

1 Introduction

The WSN can be defined as a network of minute embedded components, called sensor nodes,
which can interact with another node using a wireless medium Wang et al. [1]. Sink nodes are the
controller node of all controlling sensor nodes. The sensor node contains mainly five microunits such
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as a sensing unit, data storage unit, power storage unit, communication unit and a processing unit.
Specific type sensors are mounted on the nodes to sense the behaviour of the external environment
Navarro et al. [2]. The type of sensors varies depending upon the application area. e.g., For sensing the
temperature of the external environment, one needs to embed a temperature Sensor with hardware, and
if the research is about sensing the humidity the researchers should embed a Humidity Sensor. Here
sensing unit acts as the input device of the network. The tiny processor processes the input data and
produces the processed data Sara et al. [3]. The sensing data is inputted as raw data in the processor,
the tiny but the robust processor process the data and calibrate according to the research and make
the output. Now the data storage unit comes into the picture and the processed data are stored in the
local storage. The data storage capacity of the WSN nodes is very limited Ren et al. [4]. Therefore,
it’s a very important task to differentiate between the desired data and many unwanted as well as
unnecessary data through the proper filtering process. The communication unit is used for transmitting
and receiving a very limited amount of processed data to the sink node or neighbour nodes. This
communication is called node to sink node communication. When the sink receives the data generally
it generates some acknowledgement signal to acknowledge the system that it receives data from the
terminal nodes. The input processed data may be further refined or processed in the sink node. The
power storage unit is used to supply power to every unit of the WSN node. Each and every node consist
of this type of tiny power unit generally made up of a lithium-ion battery. This independent battery
power supply is used to make the node alive Visconti et al. [5]. Sink node can interact with every
node to create the network and establish the path of communication. It transmits as well as receives
data to and from the dominant nodes. This type of network system can be considered as a multi-hop
communication system Kumar et al. [6]. Nowadays this type of WSN is being used in various fields
like agriculture, meteorology, condition monitoring, health care, traffic control, ecological monitoring,
war front monitoring etc. Now in the case of our research, The approach [7] (Banerjee et al.) has
been implemented keeping mind the research work of Banerjee et al. as follows: At first, the indexing
of WSN nodes is done, in this process, each and every node gets a unique identification number,
the number is used for future reference to identify easily, then after the clustering process is done.
Clustering is the process of segregation of the target area for the deployment of the WSN node by
which the target area can be gridded and can easily be divided into many clusters. Those clusters can
be used to deploy WSN nodes in future. In the clustering process, some bunches of closely situated
nodes are considered a cluster. The clusters are generally are of uniform structure. It may be a square
block or it may be a Hexa-diagonal block. In our experiment, the structure of the cluster is considered
a square-shaped block. After that, the Deployment of WSN nodes is done. Here it is proposed three
different deployment processes namely Random deployment, S pattern deployment and nautilus shell
deployment strategies. Depending upon the deployment strategy one can produce different energy-
efficient Wireless Sensor networks. at last, the Minimization of consumed energy for the configured
WSN with the help of the newly proposed SMOWA algorithm is done. Every process is well described
in Section 5 under the solution procedure.

The article has 9 sections and those sections are abstract, Literature Survey, Problem Formulation,
Solution Procedure, Numerical Solutions and Discussion, Experimental Result, Result in analysis
and conclusion. In the abstract, a very brief idea about the research work has been presented. In
the literature survey, there is some discussion about the past work in this research area and tried
to find the scope and gap of the further possible research work. The problem formulation is the
mathematical model creation of the specific problem. In the solution procedure, there is a detailed
description of the various products through which the problem can be solved. The numerical solution is
the outcome after applying the solution mechanism to the problem derived by the mathematical model.
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In the experimental result part, we depicted the numerical result to a tabular form and compared it
with different types of experiments. The result for different deployment policies as well as the result
obtained by the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm has been compared in the experimental
result section. The result has been further analysed using a statistical method named “Wilcoxon Rank-
Sum Test for the Multi-objective reliability optimization” to determine the significance of a population
among other populations. At last, the conclusion has been drawn summarising the contribution of the
paper in the field of WSN and describing the future scope of the research work.

Contribution:

The contributions of the paper are as follows:

• In this research, energy minimized Wireless Sensor Network has been constructed. To do so
different deployment strategies (Random deployment, S pattern deployment, Nautilus shell
shape deployment) and a noble multi-objective optimization technique i.e., Self-adaptive Multi-
Objective Weighted Approach (SMOWA) has been used.

• The MWPSO algorithm has been developed to prolong the sustainability of the network by
minimizing the energy consumption in the WSN.

• The self-adaptive characteristic of the algorithm (SAMP) is used to screen the population, based
on the qualitative nature of the populations; the higher the quality of the population, the better
the solution. SAMP’s higher-quality populations are supplied into the MWPSO algorithm,
increasing the likelihood of a better outcome. The solution set of MWPSO is compared to get
even better results.

• Previously, no researcher has concentrated on the self-adaptive nature of the hybrid algorithm
(SMWPSO) to achieve a better-quality population set for the minimization of the consumed
energy of the WSN, and it has been observed that the suggested algorithm outperforms with
respect to the present literature.

2 Literature Survey

Different WSN deployment methods have been developed by the researchers. The deployment
process can be divided into WSN model construction and placement optimization. Benatia et al. [8]
propose a “multi-objective deployment strategy”, where the integration of each necessary objective has
been done. Also, energy can be saved if the sensing task finishes faster. “multi-objective optimization”
is frequently used as a solution to the problem. Dai et al. [9] also use the “multi-objective optimization”
algorithm of job scheduling for failure-prone sensors in WSN. Another way is provided by Abidinet
al. [10] where the author uses a new optimization technique inspired biologically where it studies the
behaviour of regional predators marking their regions with their scent. In another work to conquer
the difficulty of an optimal resolution, Aitsaadi et al. [11] proposed a combination of “multi-objective
deployment algorithm” and Tabu search metaheuristic method. In another paper Champrasert et al.
[12], a fitness dependent on crossover operator in a “multi-objective Optimization” is studied and
evaluated, that optimizes the cost of the installation and area of the coverage in WSN. In this proposed
method, the author uses a population of individuals, that represents the types and positions of the sets
of wireless sensor nodes, and develops by using the proposed algorithm for finding the optimal cost
of the installation and coverage area.

Another approach has been used by Haider et al. [13] where the author presented an approach
that depends on general fuzzy logic. On the other hand, to make energy-saving routing choices for
WSN they use fixed metrics. Vimalarani et al. [14] have presented an improved power optimization
algorithm based on PSO for WSN. Where the selections of clusters and cluster heads have been done by
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an improved Particle Swarm Optimization that results in an energy-efficient WSN. In another research
Erol-Kantarci et al. [15], the author focuses to minimize the energy consumption of the consumers.
To do so, they compare and evaluate iHEM and OREM. In another research Fidanova et al. [16],
complex telecommunication problems have been resolved by using a “multi-objective algorithm” with
ant colony optimization.

In Xu et al. [17] an approach has been taken to reduce the cost of the network with lifetime
limitation. Optical WSN deployment methods are explored by the author to minimize the cost. Among
the several approaches that have been proposed by the researchers, recently in Rao et al. [18], The
author put forward an algorithm that is based on SMOWA, which is a self-adaptive multi population-
based algorithm. It has been used to solve restricted and unrestricted numerical and engineering
problems for optimization. The searching technique of this algorithm is enhanced here by using a self-
adaptive scheme where populations are divided into subpopulations. In Wang et al. [19], the author
concludes that the delay can be reduced with an optimal DC value if the number of SFNS are fixed.
When the DC value is greater than the optimal value, it will increase the delay, because more than
one node is in the awake situation. Banerjee et al. [20] designed an optimized path with the help of
Ant Colony Optimization for reducing energy. Maximization of the Coverage Area is also considered
using hybrid Differential Evolution–Quantum behaved Particle Swarm Optimization (DE-QPSO)”.
Recently in Banerjee et al. [21], the author discussed a way to optimize the coverage area in Fog
Network that consists of WSNs, while minimizing the energy consumption. For deployment of the
WSN, random deployment is used and for optimization algorithm, “Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)”
has been used.

Many researchers have contributed to different applications like video surveillance [22], Internet of
Things [23], internet of multimedia things [24] using different robust infrastructures like a cloud-based
wireless network [25], 6G Technology [26], Therefore there are also many possibilities of utilizing WSN
in those areas of application such as the WSN technology can be combined with video surveillance
which may lead robust security system to some remote or risky place like battlefields.

3 Problem Formulation

In this paper, a multi-objective function is suggested to minimize the consumed energy by
configuring WSN with different deployment policies. The multi-objective function has been described
by Eqs. (2) and (3). There are present several procedures to handle multi-objective problems and some
few techniques are as follows:

method 1: Global criteria method.

method 2: Weighted method.

method 3: ε-Constraint method.

method 4: Weighted sum method.

In this paper, two problems related to the consumption of energy in WSN as described through
Eqs. (2) and (3) has been considered. In this case, no direct procedure has been used but suggested a
new approach is suggested as described in Eq. (1)

All the above-mentioned methods are posterior i.e., all these methods generated Pareto optimal
solutions. For a detailed discussion about these problems, one may refer to the book of Branke
et al. [27].
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Here a new way has been proposed as follows:

Minimize
∑n

i=1
wi(

∣∣fi(x) − f ∗
i

∣∣) (1)

Subject to,
n∑

i=1

wi = 1

wi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n

and x ∈ S

where f ∗
i is the ideal objective value of the objective function, fi(x).

Here n represents the total number of weights considered for different propagation models and wi

represents the weight/priority of the different propagation models in the proposed research work.

This method looks like a weighted approach introduced by Charnes et al. [28].

This concept has been used for the minimization of the energy consumption for WSN. The
energy consumption throughout successful data communication among constructed WSN using three
different deployment policies has been reduced using the equations mentioned below [29].

The fitness function is described below:

f 1 (k, D) = Minimize
(
Energy − free spaceTotal

communication (k, D)
)

(2)

Subject to,

D ≤ Do, for “free-space propagation model”

f 2 (k, D) = Minimize
(
Energy − two ray groundTotal

communication (k, D)
)

(3)

Subject to, D > Do for “two-ray ground propagation model”.

From Eqs. (2) and (3) we can write:

Minimize{w1

(∣∣f1 (x) − f ∗
1

∣∣) + w2

(∣∣f2 (x) − f ∗
2

∣∣)} (4)

where Do is the “threshold transmission distance”.

Energycommunication (k, D) = Energytx (k, D) + Energyrx (k)

Energytx (k, D) = EnergyElectronic−energy (k) + EnergyAmplifier (k, D)

Energyrx (k) = EElectronic−energy (k) ∗ k

Energytx (k, D) = EnergyElectronic−energy (k) ∗ k + EnergyAmplifier (k, D) ∗ k

Energyrx (k) = EElectronic−energy (k) ∗ k

In the case of two- ray ground propagation model

Energy − two rayAmplifier (k, D) = Etr∗D2

In the case of the free space propagation model

Energy − free spaceAmplifier (k, D) = Ets∗D2
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Here, the distance between two nodes has been measured within the permissible range i.e., 50 to
100 m [29] in the case of the “free space propagation model”.

EnergyAmplifier = energy needed for the transmission of “data packets” between two head-to-
head nodes for the amplification to preserve an adequate “signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)”. In this
circumstance, the SNR is measured in the acceptable range (i.e., SNR(EnergyAmplifier) > 20 dB).

EnergyElectronic−energy = Electronic energy required at the time of transmission among two head-to-
head WSN nodes.

Etx = quantity of electronic-energy consumed by each node during the transmission of data
packets.

Erx = quantity of electronic-energy consumed for receiving data packets.

D =
√

(x1 − x2)
2 + (y1 − y2)

2

where (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are the coordinates of two head-to-head WSN nodes and the distance
between two adjacent WSN nodes is D.

Etr = quantity of electronic-energy needed to a single node for “two-ray ground propagation”.

Ets = quantity of electronic-energy needed to a single node for “free-space propagation”.

Eq. (4) is a multi-objective nonlinear constrained optimization problem. In this problem, the
weighted component has been adjusted by prior choices of objective functions.

This may arise in several ways.

Way1: The second constraint is more important than of First i.e., w1 < w2

Way2: The First constraint is more important than the second constraint i.e., w2 < w1

Way3: Both constraints have equal priority. i.e., w1 = w2

In this research work, the priority of both constraints has been chosen as equal, therefore, in this
research work, way3 has been adopted.

For solving Eq. (4) hybrid SMOWA algorithm has been used. Now the SMOWA algorithm is
being discussed in the solution Procedure section.

4 Solution Procedure

Now the approach [21] is as follows:

1. Indexing of nodes: At first the indexing of WSN nodes are done, initially it is just a sequential
number to identify the nodes easily. This identification number can be referred to identify in case of
locating fault detection as well as to locate the position of the active node. After deployment, the
indexing should be attached with cluster number, so that the cluster can be identified in case of fault
detection or active participation.

2. Clustering: In this paper, the Clustering mechanism is adopted called the “area wise clustering”
process. In the “area wise clustering”process the target area has been divided into some uniform blocks
called clusters. In this research, the block shape has been considered square. In each cluster, there is
one node that is called active node (cluster head (CH)) and others are considered inactive nodes.

3. WSN node Deployment policies:
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A. Random deployment: In random deployment,the nodes are deployed randomly in the target
area under a cluster. One may use a random function to get the random position of the nodes in the
boundary of the target area under a cluster. Some fixed amount of nodes have been deployed within
the target area maintaining a certain period and also keeping a certain time interval. This deployment
process is more practical in real-life scenarios especially where the planned deployment of nodes is not
possible like on battlefields.

B. S pattern deployment: Here the deployment path is following S shape. Acertain amount of
nodes have been deployed within the target area maintaining a certain period and also keeping a certain
time interval. In this strategy, the login time for entry to the deployment area and the log out time for
exit from the deployment area should be immovable. This deployment is possible in the case of the
planned deployment of nodes like WSN node deployment in farmhouses.

C. Nautilus shell shape deployment: In this method of deployment, the path is following the
nautilus shell shape. Some fixed numbers of nodes have been deployed within the target area
maintaining a fixed quantity of time and also keeping a fixed time interval. In this strategy, the login
time for entry to the deployment area and the logout time for exit from the deployment area should be
immovable. This deployment process is also possible in the case of the planned deployment of WSN
nodes.

4. Minimization of consumed energy for the configured WSN using SMOWA algorithm: After the
deployment of WSN nodes, the wireless sensor network is configured as shown in Figs. 1–3 respectively
for random, S-pattern and nautilus shell deployments. After that, the SMOWA Algorithm is used to
minimize the energy consumption by different WSN nodes under different networks and the result is
depicted in Tab. 2 taking the input parameters from Tab. 1.

SMOWA Algorithm for solving a multi-objective problem

Step 1: Initialize the total populations as P and termination criterion (i.e., the maximum round of
fitness function evaluations, repetition of fitness function value for a certain time etc.).

Step 2: calculate the primary candidate solutions (“initial solution”) using the “fitness function”
for the problem (See Eqs. (1), (2) and (3)).

Step 3: The entire population is segregated using a new operator called the segregation operator.
The whole population is segregated into an equal n number of “sub-populations” depending upon the
quality of the solutions. The quality is checked depending upon a predefined threshold value and in
this case, the threshold value is the ideal fitness value (See Eq. (1)).

Step 4: Each “sub-population” uses a multi-objective weighted approach algorithm (see Eq. (1))
to modify the solutions for every subpopulation independently.

Step 5: In the selection phase, the selection operator is used to accept the updated solutions if the
new solution is better than the previous solution.

Step 6: stopping condition(s) is checked, i.e., the maximum round of fitness function evaluations,
repetition of fitness function value for a certain time and the best optimum solution are reported. If
the stopping condition is not met go to step 3.

Here it should be mentioned that the SMOWA algorithm is used to determine the minimum
distance of the connections between WSN nodes, before different node deployment strategies.
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5 Numerical Solutions and Discussion

To demonstrate the proposed approach for solving the “constrained multi-objective optimization
problem”by the newly proposed SMOWA algorithm, the following numerical illustration [20] has been
adopted.

Tab. 1 has been used to denote the input values used for different parameters in the experiment.
The parameters have been chosen from either the existing literature [20] or calculated maintaining the
synchronization with some existing literature [20]. After applying different deployment strategies, the
following network has been generated.

Table 1: Different input parameters and their values used in this study.

Different input
parameters

Values of different input
parameters

Different input
parameters

Values of different
input parameters

Size of the target area of
WSN

850 × 850 m2 Permissible size of Data
packets (k)

512 bytes

Total number of clusters 81 Total number of active
nodes (in the WSN)

320

“Initial energy” for a
single WSN node

1 J Eelectronic−energy 50 nJ/bit

Efs 10 pJ ∗ bit−1 ∗ m−2 Etr 0.0013
pJ∗bit−1∗m−2

The axis measuring unit for the below-mentioned figures (Figs. 1–3) is “Meter” in both X-axis
and Y-axis and the axis measuring unit for Figs. 4–6 is “objective function value in pico-joule”.

(A) Random Deployment (before building 
connection among nodes)

(B) Connection building of WSN after Random 
deployment. 

Figure 1: (A) Random deployment (before building connection among nodes). (B) Connection
building of WSN after Random deployment
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(A) S pattern Deployment (before building 

connection among nodes)

(B)Connection building of WSN after S pattern 

deployment.  

Figure 2: (A) S pattern deployment (before building connection among nodes). (B) Connection
building of WSN after S pattern deployment

(A) Nautilus Shell Deployment (before building 
connection among nodes)

(B) Connection building of WSN after nautilus 
shell deployment.  

Figure 3: (A) NautilusShell deployment (before building connection among nodes). (B)Connection
building of WSN after nautilus shell deployment
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(A) Final pareto of  SMOWA algorithm for 
“Random Deployment” policy

(B) Pareto front of  SMOWA algorithm for 
“Random Deployment” policy.

Figure 4: (A) Final pareto of SMOWA algorithm for “Random Deployment” policy. (B) Pareto front
of SMOWA algorithm for “Random Deployment” policy

(A)  Final pareto of  SMOWA algorithm for 
“S pattern” deployment policy

(B) Pareto front of  SMOWA algorithm for 
“S pattern” deployment policy

Figure 5: (A) Final pareto of SMOWA algorithm for “S pattern” deployment policy. (B) Pareto front
of SMOWA algorithm for “S pattern” deployment policy
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(A) Final pareto of  SMOWA algorithm 
for “nautilus shell pattern” deployment policy

(B) Final pareto of  SMOWAalgorithm 
for “nautilus shell pattern” deployment policy

Figure 6: (A) Final pareto of SMOWA algorithm for “nautilus shell pattern” deployment policy. (B)
Final pareto of SMOWA algorithm for “nautilus shell pattern” deployment policy

6 Experimental Results

Eq. (4) is used to minimize the consumed energy of the configured WSN network with the help of
the SMOWA algorithm. Now the numerical data of results are being signified using the tabular format
as depicted below in Tab. 2.

Table 2: Values of Different parameters for different numbers of physical clusters

Parameters Result using
SMOWA
algorithm to
minimize
consumed energy
(320 nodes
deployment using
Random
Deployment)

Result using
SMOWA
algorithm to
minimize
consumed energy
(320 nodes
deployment using S
pattern
Deployment)

Result using
SMOWA
algorithm to
minimize
consumed energy
(320 nodes
deployment using
nautilus shell
Deployment)

Result using
modified ACO
algorithm to
minimize
consumed
energy (217
nodes
deployment
using Random
Deployment)
[20]

Total initial energy 3.2∗10∧14 3.2∗10∧14 3.2∗10∧14 2.17E+14
Total number of
clusters to
configure the WSN

81 81 81 49

(Continued)
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Table 2: Continued
Parameters Result using

SMOWA
algorithm to
minimize
consumed energy
(320 nodes
deployment using
Random
Deployment)

Result using
SMOWA
algorithm to
minimize
consumed energy
(320 nodes
deployment using S
pattern
Deployment)

Result using
SMOWA
algorithm to
minimize
consumed energy
(320 nodes
deployment using
nautilus shell
Deployment)

Result using
modified ACO
algorithm to
minimize
consumed
energy (217
nodes
deployment
using Random
Deployment)
[20]

Total
energy/consumed
energy per sec
(Lifetime of the
network in Sec.)

185469.7 195856 208467.9 123570

Total
energy/consumed
energy per hour
(Lifetime of the
network in Hour)

51.51937 54.4 57.9 34.32499

Total
energy/consumed
energy per day
(Lifetime of the
network in Day)

2.14664 2.26685 2.41282 1.430208

Total number of
the day life

10.7332 11.33425 12.06411 6.333777

7 Result Analysis

“Python” programming, as well as “Matlab” simulation, is used in the research work to obtain the
result set. The desired WSN network has been constructed using “Python” programming for different
deployment policies as described in Section no 5 (“Solution Procedure”). The code for simulation of
the proposed SMOWA algorithm has been written using “Matlab”. Figs. 4–6 have been constructed
using the simulation for different (“Random deployment”, “S Pattern deployment” and “nautilus shell
pattern deployment”). There are two parts in each figure denoting the “Final pareto of SMOWA
algorithm for different deployment policies” and “Pareto front of SMOWA algorithm for different
deployment policies”.

From Tab. 2 we can see that the obtained result using SMOWA algorithm to minimize consumed
energy in case of random deployment for 320 nodes using Random Deployment is much better than
the obtained result using modified ACO algorithm to minimize consumed energy in case of random
deployment 217 nodes using Random Deployment [20]. The compared result has made bold for easy
understanding. Ultimately, we can conclude that the total number of day-life is bigger in the case of
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the proposed algorithm than that of the existing literature [20]. Here the day-life refer to the lifetime
of the total WSN. In the below-mentioned figures, the x-axis denotes the energy consumption in free
space propagation and the y-axis denotes the energy consumption in the two-ray ground propagation
model.

Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test for the Multi-Objective Reliability Optimization

In Tab. 4 population set is generated by the algorithm SMOWA using our proposed model when
w1 = 0.5, w2 = 0.5. Here, Population1 represents the generated population for the SMOWA algorithm
to minimize consumed energy in the case of random deployment for 320 nodes using Random
Deployment. Population2 represents the generated population for SMOWA algorithm to minimize
consumed energy in case of S-pattern deployment for 400 nodes using Random Deployment and
Population 3 represents the generated population for ACO algorithm [20] to minimize consumed
energy in case of random deployment for 217 nodes using Random Deployment.

Table 3: The Ranks of the values of “objective functions” of Population1, Population 2 and
Population 3

Run Objective Function value Ranks of Objective Function value

Population1 Population2 Population3 Population1 Population2 Population3

1 191751 202104 124869 18 18 13
2 179910 190076 124512 4 5 12
3 181777 197172 124992 5 12 12
4 182301 185575 118590 6 1 2
5 178160 193078 125340 2 6 12
6 189667 197254 124042 13 10 9
7 191813 190485 123198 13 4 7
8 188939 193153 126845 12 5 11
9 177806 202747 125063 1 11 9
10 184070 187452 123034 4 3 6
11 187755 193501 117906 7 4 1
12 187330 185581 119118 6 1 1
13 180921 201448 120884 2 7 2
14 184775 192391 124193 3 2 4
15 179467 194967 126773 1 3 4
16 188045 194274 119821 3 2 1
17 182293 198663 121640 1 3 1
18 188205 203000 123731 2 3 1
19 193213 185626 128940 2 1 2
20 186451 197420 128573 1 1 1
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In Tab. 4, the discussion has been made about the statistical data, which leads to deciding the
population selection as well as methods involved in the experiment. Here Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test
played an important role to make a decision.

Table 4: The p-values of the population1, Population 2 and Population 3

Parameters Population 1 Population 2 Population 3

Count 20 20 20
Rank-sum 106 102 111
α 0.05 0.05 0.05
W 106 NA NA
W’ NA 102 NA
W” NA NA 111
Median 185613 193888 124118
Variance 22523475.5 32578750.03 9870900
Standard deviation 4746 5708 3142
p-value 0 1.0149E−253 0

Significance of p-value [30]: Since (p-value for population 2) < (p-value of population 1) = (p-
value of population 3) therefore the population2 (sample) has higher significance over population1
and population3. We get the value p-value using the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Table. Also, from Tab. 2, “a
Total number of the day-life” field it is clear the model has the highest sustainability (i.e., 10.7332) in
comparison to other models.

8 Conclusion

The major goal of this research work is to reduce the consumption of energy in Wireless Sensor
Networks. Here consumption of energy by the WSN network refers to the total energy consumption by
each and individual WSN node. The efficient network may be configured using different deployment
strategies as discussed in Subsection 2 of Section 5. The SMOWA algorithm has been used as the
minimization technique, which is another novelty of the paper. Through this algorithm, one can select
a better population set due to its self-adaptive nature as well as this algorithm can handle the multi-
objective problem which is an added feature of the algorithm, therefore, this algorithm has a global
context that can lead to solving other problems related to another similar engineering problems. In
the result analysis section, different results obtained through different deployment strategies have been
analysed. Furthermore, the significance of appropriate population among the different auto-generated
population have been discussed and analysed through the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test for the Multi-
objective reliability optimization. For further research, the proposed approach can be improved with
the use of advanced segregation, selection operators and advanced stopping criterion for the SMOWA
algorithm. Here SMOWA Algorithm has been used because the main focus is on the convergence for
the local optimal rather than global optimal. In this research work, only one case has been considered
while setting the priority among the weight of the different propagation models (free space propagation
model and two-ray ground propagation model) i.e., the equal priority to both of them but in real
life, the priority is rarely equal therefore this is a limitation of the research work. But in the future
one can implement the new models by considering the other cases as mentioned in the problem
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formulation section. For further research, one can modify the proposed approach using advanced
segregation techniques, using advanced selection operators, and modified termination criterion of the
SMOWA algorithm. There are also many scopes to improve the optimization operators of the used
optimization technique. In this research, this unique hybridized approach has been used to solve the
minimization problem. This approach can also be applied to solve some maximization problems like
area maximization of WSN.
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